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AMBIENTE
Coupage: 85% Tempranillo
10% Mazuelo
5% Graciano
Alcohol Content: 13.5%.
Selected grapes from the best vintage and
tempranillo variety of more than 25 years of age have
been used in the production of our wines. The grapes,
after being carefully hand picked in the vineyards and
in the winery, are treated with the maximum care and
are transported immediately in boxes to the winery
(max. 16 kg./box). Harvesting is performed manually
and wine processes or treatments which could mask
the real character of the grapes are avoided.
Additionally, the vineyards are selected on a paid
basis, when they meet ideal conditions and achieve
ideal maturity.
Being the aforementioned a natural process, our
wines may precipitate. Therefore it is recommended
they be served carefully or preferably be decanted
before use.
Tasting note:
Beautifully dense cherry colour, with a rim with
tile hints, clear and of good intensity; aromas of red
berries, menthol, cocoa and wood undertones. Potent
and broad, well-structured, with a fresh fruity aroma.
Its bouquet reveals notes of black fruits and sweet
spices with subtle hints of fine wood. In the mouth it is
fleshy, dominated by complex flavours created by
balanced and well combined tannins. Very persistent
in the mouth, this wine has an outstanding elegance
and finesse. It is a wine of great strength which will
continue to develop and improve in the bottle,
conditioned by its great personality. A rich finish. This
is a wine with a long life.
Food and Wine Matching:

“Ambiente is like that,
sophisticated, glamorous, avantgarde, just like you know how to
be, a wine with a lot of
personality. And for this, we toast
with you.
Dedicated to LGBT community.”

This wine is specially recommended for roasts,
stews and fried meats as well as game.
It is also ideal for serving with cheese.
The recommended serving temperature for enjoying
this wine is between 16Cº-18Cº.

For further information check our

gay-friendly-wines.

